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While Major League aseall is enjoing one of the most exciting postseasons in its recent histor, the National Footall League is losing
viewers. o low are this season’s ratings that television networks are eing forced to give awa free ad slots to make up for the low
numers.

peculation aout the reason is rampant: the election, the protests. Whatever the explanation, the smart folks at NFL headquarters seem to
think the solution is to keep their heads down and hope things get etter. ut it’s tough to fix the prolem if we don’t know what’s wrong.

The consensus view seems to e that lame rests with the enormous interest in the presidential campaign. Viewers are too distracted to
pa attention to footall.

Mae so. On the other hand, as Peter King of ports Illustrated has pointed out, although the pendenc of an election alwas hurts the
NFL’s numers, the effect has never een as pronounced as it is this ear. Ratings are down some 13.4 percent, far more than the usual
election-ear drop-off.

o there’s at least a fair likelihood that the full explanation lies elsewhere.
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Lots of commentators lame ratings on what has come to e known as the “Kaepernick effect”: a negative reaction to the protests against
racial inequalit  an Francisco 49ers quarterack Colin Kaepernick and others during the national anthem. One-third of those surveed
 Rasmussen said the protests make them less likel to watch the games.

Nevertheless, I remain skeptical that the Kaepernick effect is ver large, and I would not e surprised to see it dissipate as the season
progresses.

Whatever the cause of the ratings decline, the league could do itself a considerale favor  not making things worse. With its usual sure
instinct for aiming carefull at its own foot, the NFL just last week ordered teams not to post video to social media during games.

Previousl, if ou followed our favorite team, and our team made a ig pla, up it would come on our feed. No more. Now onl the NFL’s
own Twitter and Faceook accounts can carr video snippets of events as the unfold. Fines for violations egin at $25,000.

The rationale for this izarre prohiition is unclear. It’s unlikel that the NFL’s roadcast partners are complaining; nood watches a footall
game  waiting for a team to tweet the occasional GIF.

The other ovious theor is that the NFL is tring to drive traffic to its own Twitter and Faceook feeds, which remain free to post video as
games unfold.

For those of us who love the sport, the grimmer explanation for the drop in ratings is that we have passed peak footall.

Four ears ago, economists Kevin Grier and Tler Cowen sketched out what the end of the NFL’s dominance might look like. The proposed
a “slow death march” as parents worried aout concussions and chronic traumatic encephalopath keep their sons awa from the game,
high schools graduall drop it and what was once the most popular sport in the nation ecomes a regional phenomenon.

Well, guess what? The percentage of os plaing high school footall is declining. (Participation in other sports is declining, too, ut
participation in footall is declining faster.)

One group of parents in particular is sufficientl worried to keep its children awa from the sport: college-educated Democratic voters. For
the rest of the population, footall remains as popular as ever. In fact, even as high-school participation rates have fallen in lue states, the
have risen steadil in red states. The notorious partisan divide over footall has a asis in fact.

None of this means that the forecast  Grier and Cowen will come to pass, at least in the short run. If the election reall is to lame for the
NFL’s ratings, then viewership should recover in a few weeks (assuming the league stops shooting itself in the foot).

And if the true stor turns out to e the Kaepernick effect, I suspect the slump will also e transitor, and ratings will also pick up as the
season goes on (with the same caveat).

If, on the other hand, the ratings decline marks the eginning of a downward spiral, let’s all give thanks that the rest of television is enjoing
its golden age.
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